Miami Ristoro operates in the foodservice sector, in the world of vending machines. It is able to manage the coffee break and catering for small offices and large companies. Miami Ristoro is one of the first companies in the Vending, that has made sustainable choices for the environment and for the reference community.

**Our Mission:**
INNOVATION, FLEXIBILITY and RESPONSIBILITY are the values that distinguish us. We rely on advanced technologies to allow an efficient, sustainable and efficient service high level. We offer our consumers the smart break, in which take care of yourself and find the products that best suit your tastes and needs food.

We are able to set up made-to-measure solutions with the aim of creating an area for the welcoming and functional break. We collaborate with the main manufacturers of vending machines, using innovative low-impact machines environmental. Thanks to technology, we are able to guarantee the selection and traceability of all products, optimizing the organization of the warehouse and constantly monitoring the entire fleet of distributors.

With the **Coven Matipay App** we offer innovative payment systems. Miami Ristoro has a social development policy, with the conviction that respect for dynamics social and cultural is indispensable to guarantee a growth of the community.

www.miamiristoro.com
reportsostenibilita2019.miamiristoro.com/